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Abstract
Hydrogel-based strain sensors garner immense interest in view of their excellent mechanical
properties and sensing performance for applications in a liquid environment. However, swelling
of hydrogel in liquid would significantly degrade its electro-mechanical performance. This work
presents a new fabrication method for an anti-swellable hydrogel synthesized by mixing
titanium carbide (Ti3C2Tx) MXene nanoparticles with polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) blend. A strong interaction can be formed between the
double-network PVA/PVP hydrogel matrixes through a cyclic freezing–thawing method, and
the addition of the MXene further improves the electro-mechanical properties of the hydrogel.
Our results reveal that the synthesized MXene-PVA/PVP hydrogel (MX-hydrogel) improves the
gauge factor of the sensor by 61% compared to that of a hydrogel without adding MXene
nanoparticles when applied as a strain sensor. Moreover, the MX-hydrogel formed in its
recovery stage exhibits a volume-limited swelling, which can be regarded as anti-swellable
behavior. Finally, the synthesized MX-hydrogel’s structural, elastic, thermal, and electrical
properties are investigated, paving the way toward dosage monitoring as a demonstration of the
application.
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1. Introduction

Recently, flexible electronics have drawn tremendous interest,
exemplified by enormous applications such as human–
computer interactions [1], intelligent monitoring [2, 3],
proprioceptive sensor [4], etc. The substrates that endow
these electronics with stretchability and deformability are
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typically fabricated by the elastomers such as rubber fiber
[4], polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [5], polyurethane [6],
polyetherimide [7], Ecoflex [8], etc. Compared to elastomers,
hydrogels are verified as a more suitable candidate for flex-
ible and wearable electronics owing to their better mechanical
properties, tissue-like moduli, and biocompatibility [9]. Fur-
thermore, hydrogels have three-dimensional (3D) cross-linked
structures and hydrophilic groups on polymers, combining
the advantages of both liquid and solid together, demonstrat-
ing more widespread application potential in sensors [10],
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tissue engineering [11], and interference shields [12]. How-
ever, hydrogels are usually swellable behavior in water, limit-
ing their applications such as marine exploration [13], under-
water sensing [14], or deployment in humid environments.
Furthermore, swelling of the hydrogel suppresses its mech-
anical strength and reduces its conductivity because of the
percolation-diluted conductive network [15], thus degrad-
ing its sensitivity when used as sensor substrates. Several
strategies were introduced to develop non-swelling hydro-
gels, thus allowing stable sensing in wet environments,
including coordination interactions, hydrophobic aggrega-
tion, and encapsulation technology [16–18]. However, these
approaches may reduce their high stretchability, desirable
modulus, or signal stability [13]. Therefore, it is imperative to
explore a simple method to fabricate an anti-swellable hydro-
gel without reducing its electro-mechanical performance.

Besides the substrate, the sensing materials also play a
critical role in hydrogel-based sensors [19]. Nanomaterials,
such as metal nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and
graphene, are synergetic ingredients widely used to fabricate
conductive nanocomposite hydrogels. The addition of nano-
scale particles to the polymer can enhance itsmechanical, elec-
trical, and optical performance. For example, adding titanium
dioxide nanoparticles to polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)/chitosan
(CN)–lithium (Li) polymer can increase both the electrical
conductivity and mechanical performance [20]. Cai et al used
single-walled CNTs composited PVA hydrogel to serve as a
piezoresistive strain sensor, which can withstand ten times
elastic deformation and exhibit fast electrical healing ability.
However, it is challenging to uniformly disperse these nano-
materials into the hydrophilic hydrogel because of their hydro-
phobic nature [21].

As an emerging two-dimension (2D) material, the family
of transition metal carbide (MXenes) exhibits great poten-
tial as a sensing material due to their excellent hydrophili-
city, high electrical conductivity, large interlayer space, rich
surface chemistry, and tunable electronic structure [22–25].
Moreover, MXene nanoparticles can not only be uniformly
distributed in hydrogels without aggregation thus forming
stable conductive pathways, but also can build hydrogen bonds
with polymer chains via the multi-physical interactions to
improve the mechanical performance of the MXene-hydrogel
composite [26]. Note thatMXene belongs to the chemical fam-
ilyMn+1XnTx, whereMmeans a transition metal, X denotes C
and/or N, Tx represents surface functional groups, and n= 1, 2,
or 3 [27]. Under a tension or compression condition, the slid-
ing and stacking of MXene nanoparticles effectively change
the conductive paths, thereby resulting in resistance variations
[28, 29]. With such a piezoresistivity, the composite, by incor-
porating MXene into the hydrogel can serve as an excellent
strain or pressure sensor [30].

This paper adopts PVA and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as
the hydrogel substrate. PVA is a biocompatible, water-soluble,
and non-toxic polymer which can be fabricated for deform-
able films. However, it must integrate the other polymer for
higher stretchability in practical applications [31]. PVP, a
polymeric additive with high hydrophilicity and biocompatib-
ility, is usually mixed with the PVA to form a strong hydrogen

bonding between the hydroxyl (–OH) and carbonyl (C==O)
groups of PVA and PVP in their blend solution [32, 33]. The
PVA/PVP polymer blend exhibits an improved mechanical
performance compared to PVA alone [34], making it popu-
lar for fabricating lightweight, ultra-elastic composite hydro-
gel. With the addition of the MXene nanoparticles, a double-
network MXene-PVA/PVP hydrogel (MX-hydrogel) can be
formed via a one-step freezing–thawing synthesis process
[35, 36]. Unlike the previously reported hydrogels showing
continuous swelling behaviors in liquid, we observe that natur-
ally evaporating the MX-hydrogel and then soaking the dried
one in water would recover the hydrogel which has a swell-
ing stop, thus such a recovered hydrogel can be regarded as an
anti-swellable type. As verified experimentally, the developed
MX-hydrogel exhibits excellent mechanical properties such as
stretchability, puncture resistance, and stability. As a demon-
stration of application, an electrochemically actuated drug
delivery device using the MX-hydrogel-based strain sensor
for dosage monitoring was presented. Such an anti-swellable
MX-hydrogel strain sensor has a high potential for applica-
tions such as implantable electronics, artificial skin, in-liquid
sensing, etc.

2. MXene-doped PVA/PVP hydrogel (MX-hydrogel)

2.1. MX-hydrogel preparation

The preparation of the MXene solution involves two steps,
including the selective etching fromMAX phases (Mn+1AXn)
and the delamination of MXenes [25]. In this work, 250 mg
of Ti3AlC2 (MAX phase, purchased from Y-Carbon, Ltd)
was added gradually to a Teflon tube containing 5 ml of
LiF (400 mg)/Hydrochloric acid (HCl) acid solution, which
undergoes continuous stirring for 24 h at room temperature.
The residue acidic black suspension containing etched multi-
layered (ML) Ti3C2Tx was thenwashed repeatedly with deion-
ized (DI) water until the pH of the supernatant is above 6.
The residual ML Ti3C2Tx was then collected by centrifuga-
tion. The delamination was carried out by bath sonication of
the colloidal solution in degassedwater for 40min to obtain the
desired single or few-layered Ti3C2Tx from the supernatant. A
flaky powder was obtained by freeze-drying and was used in
the flowing steps [37].

PVA/PVP polymer blend was prepared following an optim-
ized mixture ratio as reported in [30]. First, 1.8 g of PVA
powder (Mw ∼94 k, Sigma-Aldrich Co.) was mixed with
11.4 ml of DI water at 90 ◦C. The PVA solution became trans-
parent after at least 1 h of constant stirring, indicating that the
powder was fully dissolved. Next, the same stirring was per-
formed to dissolve 0.3 g of PVP powder (Mw ∼40 k, Sigma-
Aldrich Co.) in 1.5 ml of DI water. Meanwhile, 0.5 ml of sul-
phuric acidwas slowly added into the above-prepared PVA and
PVP solutions which were then stirred; with the catalysis of
sulfuric acid, the polymer chains of PVA and PVP (PVA–OH
and PVP–C==O) self-assembled into the 1,3-dioxane polymer
[38]. Then, about 1.5 ml of the delaminated MXene solution
(∼0.01 mg ml−1) was added to the PVA/PVP solution follow-
ing the same stirring operation to obtain a uniform dispersion
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Figure 1. (a) Hydrophilicity analysis of PVA/PVP polymer blend; (b) XRD patterns of PVA/PVP hydrogel with and without MXene; SEM
images of the MXene from (c) top view; (d) cross-sectional view; (e) magnification view of the pristine state; (f) particle distribution under
external stretching.

of the MXene nanoparticles in the viscous PVA/PVP solution.
Different contents of the MXene in the hydrogel would induce
different electro-mechanical performances [30], however, this
kind of work is out of research interest of this paper as it may
greatly increase the lengthy without bringing new observa-
tion on the anti-swelling behavior of the hydrogel. Finally, the
MX-hydrogel filmwas formed by repeatedly freezing (−20 ◦C
for at least 12 h) and thawing (room temperature for at least
4 h) the MXene-doped PVA/PVP polymer blend. The freez-
ing and thawing operations were repeated three times to form
a robust MX-hydrogel film because the freezing and thaw-
ing approach can change the randomly curled PVA chains
into locally ordered nano-crystalline domains and form crystal
segments.

2.2. Structural properties of the synthesized MX-hydrogel

Contact angle measurement was widely used to evaluate
hydrophilicity. As shown in figure 1(a); the PVA/PVP poly-
mer blend has a contact angle of 32.5◦, which confirms that
the blend is hydrophilic. Figure 1(b) shows the x-ray dif-
fraction (XRD) spectra of the PVA/PVP hydrogel with and
without MXene at room temperature. The intensity of the
PVA/PVP hydrogel peaks at 19.6◦, which is related to the
semi-crystalline nature of the PVA. This result agrees with an
earlier study on PVA/PVP hydrogel [39]. With the addition of
theMXene nanoparticles, the intensity peak decreases because
the crystallinity of the PVA/PVP hydrogel has been destroyed
[40].

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) of the MX-hydrogel
film was studied to verify its surface morphologies and to
check the distribution of MXene nanoparticle distribution
in the PVA/PVP blend under relaxed and stretched states.
Typically, pristine PVA/PVP hydrogel has a smooth and

homogeneous surface [39]; however, with the addition of the
MXene, the dispersion of nano-scale MXene modified the sur-
face morphology of the hydrogel film, as shown in figure 1(c).
The cross-sectional view of the multiple-layer structure of
the MX-hydrogel is shown in figure 1(d). It confirms that
the MXene nanoparticles distribute homogeneously over the
entire surface of the PVA/PVP blend. With the magnification,
as shown in figure 1(e), nano-scale structures of the MXene
differ somewhat in size, but all of them are linked to each other
without aggregations.

The varying 3D network structure of the MXene nano-
particles embedded within the hydrogel matrix is the main
reason causing the resistance change under tensile deforma-
tion in MX-hydrogel. Specifically, when the MX-hydrogel is
stretched, the gap between theMXene nanoparticles increases,
prolonging effective conductive paths and reducing the chance
of contact with the hydrogel matrix. As SEM characteriz-
ation has demonstrated, as shown in figure 1(f), the space
between the MXene nanoparticles is significantly enlarged,
and the particles protruded due to the geometrical changes
of the hydrogel matrix caused by the stretching. As a result,
the resistance of the MX-hydrogel increases in response to
external stretching and vice versa.

2.3. Electromechanical properties of the synthesized
MX-hydrogel

The synthesized MX-hydrogel film was manually stretched,
curled, folded, poked, and loaded to demonstrate its flexibility
and mechanical robustness, as illustrated in figures 2(a)–(e).
Even under large deformation, the MX-hydrogel can always
restore to its original state once the external forces are removed
showing excellent resilience. Particularly, the MX-hydrogel
can undergo a certain level of puncture force. As illustrated in
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Figure 2. A freestanding MXene doped PVA/PVP hydrogel film
being (a) stretched; (b) twisted; (c) folded; (d) poked; (e) loaded.

figure 2(d), the center of the hydrogel is not punctured under
the localized stress concentration imposed by the plastic cone,
which implies that the hydrogel film is elastic to withstand
inhomogeneous deformations. A load of 100 g was applied to
the folded sample to verify theMX-hydrogel film’s toughness.
As depicted in figure 2(e), breakage or crack was not observed
within the testing time.

Apparent shrinkage in the size of the MX-hydrogel was
found if the sample was placed in the air, because the water
molecules naturally evaporate from the MX-hydrogel. Con-
tinuous loss of water molecules turns the MX-hydrogel into
a dried and stiff state. However, for our synthesized MX-
hydrogel, soaking the dried sample in water can recover it to
a moist form as water molecules are adsorbed on vacancies
and hydrophilic groups via hydrogen bonds [25]. As shown
in figure 3(a), the original thickness of a tested MX-hydrogel
sample was 0.6 mm. However, it decreased to 0.15 mm after
water evaporation. Soaking the sample in water can restore its
thickness to 0.4 mm at its maximum (regarded as a ‘swell-
ing stop’). It indicates that the developed MX-hydrogel is not
continuously swellable after the drying and soaking process
because the inner structure and volume of the PVA/PVP hydro-
gel have been permanently changed after it is dried.

First, the developed MX-hydrogel (at its initial state) was
immersed in the water bath of a dynamic mechanical ana-
lyzer (DMA Q8000, PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA)
to avoid a negative influence on the mechanical perform-
ance caused by the water evaporation in the air. The tensile
test was repeated three times, and the hydrogel’s stress–strain
curves were measured, as depicted in figure 3(b), and no crack
or breaking on the hydrogel surface was found. The MX-
hydrogel dried and lost its elasticity after about 24 h if it was
not placed in a sealed container. In this work, the above-tested
MX-hydrogel sample was naturally dried and then soaked in
water for recovery. The same tensile tests were repeated for
the recovered MX-hydrogel in liquid. The stress–strain curves
of the soaked sample are shown in figure 3(c). Comparing
figures 3(b) and (c), Young’s modulus of the MX-hydrogel
increases for the soaked sample, with the induced elasticity
reduction being irreversible due to the structural damage [41].

To further investigate the mechanical properties of the ini-
tial MX-hydrogel and its recovered state, the DMA was used
to measure the stress–strain curves of the MX-hydrogel film
at its different states. The MX-hydrogel was naturally thawed

in the air after being taken out from the fridge (−20 ◦C). Test-
ing was performed at the 5th, 6th, and 7th hours of the thaw-
ing stage. If the thawing time is too short (e.g. less than 5 h
in this work), the MX-hydrogel is too fragile to withstand any
tension or pressure.With an increased thawing time, the tensile
stress of the MX-hydrogel increased accordingly, as shown
in figure 3(d). It is reasonable that the mechanical elasticity
of the MX-hydrogel degrades with a continuous loss of water
molecules.

Next, the conductivity of the MX-hydrogel was evaluated
in air and liquid. A digital multimeter (Keithley 2110, Tek-
tronix, Beaverton, OR, USA) was used to record the resistance
of the sample. Figure 3(e) shows the MX-hydrogel resistance
without any strain when placed in liquid. A stable resistance
of 2.128 KΩ ±0.81% can be observed. In contrast, the resist-
ance of the same sample placed in the air increased signific-
antly with time because of the continuous loss of water [10].
This verified that our synthesizedMX-hydrogel is an excellent
material applicable in the aqueous environment (e.g. under-
water, body surface, etc). For most nano-materials, temperat-
ure plays a critical role and could affect thematerial’s perform-
ance. In our testing, the MX-hydrogel sample was immersed
in a water bath, and its resistances at different liquid temper-
atures (20 ◦C–40 ◦C) were recorded. As shown in figure 3(f),
its resistance drops about 0.6 KΩ for every 10 ◦C of temper-
ature increase. This result agrees with the thermo-conductive
property of the PVA hydrogel. Moreover, it was observed
that the MX-hydrogel has a temperature tolerance of about
42 ◦C, the MX-hydrogel could dissolve when placed above
this temperature.

2.4. MX-hydrogel-based strain sensor

The gauge factor (GF), defined as GF= (∆R/R)/ε, is often used
to characterize the piezoresistivity of a strain sensor, where
∆R/R refers to the resistance change ratio under an applied
strain ε. Herein, ∆R can be calculated by ∆R = Rr−R, with
Rr and R being the sensor resistance with and without strain,
respectively. Figure 4(a) shows that the MX-hydrogel sample
can stretch to a strain of 20%, and no breakage and crack
on the surface were observed during the stretching, implying
that such a strain was within a safe range. The MX-hydrogel
was stretched and released repeatedly; its ∆R/R was recor-
ded, as shown in figure 4(b). Maximum strain in each cycle
increased from 5% to 20% with an increasing step of 5%,
and the ∆R/R increased with the strain increase over consecut-
ive time and dropped corresponding to the release, suggesting
an excellent tracking ability for the stretching and releasing
processes.

Finally, the ∆R/Rs of the hydrogels with and without adding
MXene were compared. As shown in figure 4(c), different
from the PVA/PVP hydrogel reported in [30], in which almost
no resistance change response to strain for the range up to 40%
[30], our PVA/PVP hydrogel exhibits a significant sensing per-
formance because of the fabrication step of adding sulphuric
acid as a catalyzer. The results indicate that the∆R/R increases
to 27% with the applied strain increasing to 36%, giving an
average GF of 0.75. When the MXene is incorporated, the
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Figure 3. (a) Size change of the MX-hydrogel under its initial and recovered states; (b) stress–strain curves of the MX-hydrogel in air at
different thawing time; (c) and (d) stress–strain curves of the MX-hydrogel before and after drying (water evaporation); (e) resistance of the
MX-hydrogel in ambient and in liquid; (f) resistance of the recovered MX-hydrogel at different temperatures in liquid.

Figure 4. The electromechanical performances of the hydrogel-based strain sensor. (a) Illustration of prolongation of the MXene
composited hydrogel sample under a maximum strain of 20%; (b)∆R/R under cyclic stretching−releasing at strains of 5, 10, 15 and 20%,
respectively; (c) ∆R/R comparison between the hydrogel with and without adding MXene.

∆R/R violently increases with an increasing strain, as can
be observed that an average ∆R/R of 24.2% is achieved at a
strain of 20%, indicating aGF of about 1.21. Therefore, adding
MXene to the pristine PVA/PVP hydrogel increases the GF by
61%, which is a great advantage for using the MX-hydrogel
for strain sensing.

As mentioned above, the inner structure of the MX-
hydrogel changes after it becomes dried; accordingly, its
piezoresistivity change is worth exploring before and after
suffering from natural drying, although soaking the dried
hydrogel can partially restore its elasticity. To investigate the
piezoresistive sensitivity of the newly fabricatedMX-hydrogel
before and after drying and soaking, the corresponding∆R/Rs

were recorded under cyclic loading and releasing operations.
The MX-hydrogel sample was immersed in the DMA’s water
bath during testing. As shown in figure 5, for the newly fab-
ricated sample, with a strain of 8%, a∆R/R of 10.55± 0.53%
can be achieved, corresponding to a GF of about 1.32. A sim-
ilar test was performed for the same sample which underwent
drying and soaking, and although a GF reduction of 42% is
found, it is still much better than prior arts [42].

3. Application of the synthesized MX-hydrogel for
dosage monitoring

As a real demonstration of application in liquid, the MX-
hydrogel-based strain sensor was used for dosage monitoring
in an electrolytic drug delivery device. Unlike the PDMS
actuating membrane used for drug delivery [43–45], the
PVA/PVP hydrogel film has excellent gas non-permeability,
which can avoid the risk of bubble leakage during drug deliv-
ery. Figure 6(a) shows a cross-sectional view of the electro-
lytic actuator assembling with a thin MX-hydrogel diaphragm
(thickness: 50 µm). The electrolysis electrode was fabricated
following standard photolithography and sputtering processes
on a silicon wafer, it had an interdigitated shape of titanium/
platinum (Ti/Pt) deposition layers, and the detailed fabrica-
tion procedure and structure of the electrolytic actuator were
reported in [46]. A DC power source was used to activate the
electrolytic reaction inside the electrolytic chamber. As a res-
ult, the DI water that acts as an electrolyte was electrolyzed
into H2 and O2. Consequently, the electrolysis bubble deforms
the MX-hydrogel diaphragm, as shown in figure 6(b), the
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Figure 5. Comparisons of the MX-hydrogel before and after the drying.

Figure 6. (a) Prototype of drug delivery device using Mxene composited hydrogel membrane as dosage sensor; (b) Magnification view of
the deformed membrane upon electrolysis-bubble generation; (c) Membrane displacement with different applied power; (d) Correlation
between the ∆R/R and membrane displacement.

deformed area of theMX-hydrogel diaphragm (highlighted by
a red ring) functions as a dosage sensor. The membrane dis-
placement, defined as the maximum vertical distance between
its baseline and deflection, can indicate the volume of the drug
delivered [44]. A laser Doppler vibrometer (OFV-5000, Poly-
tec Inc., Irvine, CA, USA) was used to measure the displace-
ment under different actuation power, with the MX-hydrogel
diaphragm resistance being recorded.

As shown in figure 6(c), it took 31, 20, and 14 s to achieve
a membrane displacement of about 322 µm using an actuation
power of 2.5 mW, 5 mW, and 8 mW, respectively. Apparently,
the higher power is applied, the faster the MX-hydrogel mem-
brane deforms due to faster electrolysis bubble generation. The
volume of the drug solution substitute delivered correspon-
ded to the upward deflection of the MX-hydrogel diaphragm.
When the power was removed, the MX-hydrogel membrane
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deflected downward due to the decreased pressure caused
by the electrolysis bubble recombination [46]. As shown in
figure 6(d), with a 2.5 mW driving power as an example, the
MX-hydrogel’s ∆R/R tracks well with the displacement, and
a maximum ∆R/R of 2.12% was achieved at a displacement
of 322 µm. In other words, the volume of the drug delivered
can be well calculated by the MX-hydrogel based strain out-
put ∆R/R for dosage monitoring. This example application
again validates our synthesized MX-hydrogel to be applied in
liquid.

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a conductive MX-hydrogel fabricated
through a new low-cost cyclic freezing and thawing pro-
cesses. Excellent mechanical performance has been achieved
thanks to the solid interactions between PVA and PVP chains.
With the addition of MXene nanoparticles, the hydrogel’s GF
increases by 61% compared to that of pure hydrogel. Particu-
larly, we performed a thorough study on the effects of water
evaporation of the MX-hydrogel. The results reveal that the
MX-hydrogel resistance increases with water evaporation due
to blocked conductive paths. In liquid, for temperature up to
40 ◦C, the MX-hydrogel resistance drops by about 0.6 KΩ
for every 10 ◦C of temperature increase. In the paper, we
observed that, after soaking a dried sample, its MX-hydrogel’s
electro-mechanical performance (GF) degrades by 42% due
to the inner structure change during the drying or water evap-
oration process. Finally, the MX-hydrogel diaphragm is used
as a dosage sensor which is not far away from the practical
application, its deformation provides an actuation for driving
the drug solution, and the sensor can output a∆R/R that corres-
ponds with the displacement of the MX-hydrogel diaphragm.
In the experiment, the ∆R/R linearly increased to 2.12% with
an increased displacement of up to 322 µm, reflecting theMX-
hydrogel’s ability to monitor the volume of the drug being
delivered.
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